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A MULTICULTURAL 
SUCCESS STORY

It is hard to think of a more diverse working environment 

than in DHL Freight CESE&AMEA. We are strung out across 

18 countries and three different continents with a lot of 

cultural differences, but yet everything works. How so? 

One of the backbones is the very strong team thinking and 

commitment brought in by the respective country  

managements. Long job tenures are a significant factor in 

achieving this, some colleagues have known their respecti-

ve counterparts now for ten years or more. That makes for 

strong bonds, quick reaction times to new situations and 

a common company spirit.This is especially valuable in the 

trying times our region is going through at the moment. 

TIMES OF CONFLICT
The geopolitical upheaval surrounding the eastern peri-

phery of Europe is making business dealings challenging, 

to say the least. With the sanctions imposed on Russia, the 

conflict within the Ukraine and the occasional difficulties in 

doing cross-border-trade with Turkey, our revenue figures 

had to take a hit. But the collective effort of everybody 

involved did soften the blow considerably.

That made sure that we are still the region with the 

best return – a fact of which I am very proud. But that is 

nothing to dwell on, as we have to work hard to achieve 

a goal that we missed the last two years, that is to attain 

continuous growth. So we need to get the US back on 

track and see an all-out effort to make special projects, 

which often bring a lot of publicity with them, a success. 

An example of that is the EXPO 2017, taken care of with a 

deep commitment by the team in Kazakhstan.

SYSTEM CHANGES
Globally speaking, to be ready for the future we at DHL 

Freight also need to align our internal structures and  

systems to upcoming challenges. One important aim is to  

harmonize the process and IT-Landscape without inter- 

rupting the day-to-day routine. That means the existing IT 

has to be kept working flawlessly while launching and – 

wherever possible – really pushing the Freight transforma-

tion E4U. The best transition from one system to another is 

the one that nobody really notices until they boot up their 

systems and notice a new setup. Parallel to this we are 

dealing with plenty of new ideas and fresh innovations to 

support our Freight 2020 initiatives. 

All this we will tackle with all our energy and not only 

retain our market position, but extend on it. And all the 

while we should remember the basic fact: Logistics and 

their everyday challenges can be fun – so let’s have it, for 

our customers and colleagues benefit!

 STEFANO ARGANESE

Directly in the path of geopolitical upheaval, but still on track and working on prosperity 
for the future – DHL Freight Central Eastern Southern Europe and Americas, Middle East, 
Africa is meeting all challenges head on.
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STATISTIC OF THE MONTH

STILL A LOT TO DO
Nothing runs without streets, bridges, tunnels, tracks, and harbors. The Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) estimates the total sum that 
will be spent worldwide for new infrastructure annually by the year 2030 to be ...



6.300
Billion Dollars

SPOTLIGHT ON | 7

The new Queensferry Bridge over the Scottish Firth of Forth, with 2.7 km, has now emerged as the longest 
cantilever bridge on three pylons worldwide. The new connection will ease traffic toward Edinburgh with 
the existing Forth Rail and Forth Road bridges.

Source: OECD



Freight Connections

ELECTRIC MOBILITY

E MEANS EFFECTIVE
In addition to passenger transport, the introduction of electric mobility to freight transport 
is also essential. This will enable goods transport to join the environmentally friendly  
movement. Positive examples show that the industry is on the right track.
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Intelligent, efficient logistics solutions optimise velo city 

of transport, cut costs, and are already reducing CO2 

emissions today. However, this is generally not enough to 

achieve ambitious environmental goals. This requires not 

only improvements in procedures, but also innovations 

in hardware – the truck itself. And in this area, things are 

really starting to move.

PRACTICAL START FOR E-TRUCKS
Several truck manufacturers, for example, have been  

testing new urban delivery and disposal concepts for the 

last five to ten years. One current approach from MAN 

Truck & Bus is an electric semi-trailer truck which could 

potentially be used for inner-city overnight deliveries, and 

is expected to enter the test phase by the end of 2017. The 

truck has a 6×2 chassis with refrigerated boxes, inter- 

changeable containers and beverage bodies. A semi-trai-

ler combination for medium and heavy-duty distribution 

transport (between 12 and 26 tonnes) is also being tested. 

Forwarders can expect a vehicle offering electricity for 

around 100 km, 320 hp and a torque of up to 3,400 Nm. 

MAN is then planning to put E-trucks into series producti-

on in the 2020s.

The hybrid truck design company Nikola Motor is aiming 

to bring a completely new, electrically powered hybrid 

truck to our roads. The truck generates the power for its 

traction battery using a fuel cell as its energy source. This 

truck-of-the-future’s operating costs are supposedly half 

those of a diesel truck. The first driving tests are scheduled 

for autumn 2018.

The electric car incumbent Tesla has now set its sights on 

trucks as well. According to rumors in the media, there 

is a project for an autonomous, electric semi-trailer truck 

and initial conversations with the authorities in California 

about test drives. According to agency reports, the manu-

facturer wants to introduce its truck as early as mid-No-

vember. With one battery load the E-Truck will have a 

range between 320 and 480 kilometers.

THE CHALLENGE IS PROFITABILITY
E-trucks are becoming a reality. But there is still a fly in 

the ointment – their price. Most suppliers do not provide 

figures. For this reason, state funding has a crucial role. For 

an idea of what this might look like, we can look to  

Switzerland. Here, electric trucks pay no toll fees. This of-

fers considerable cost savings, as in Switzerland every sing-

le kilometre is subject to toll fees, not just the motorways. 

In addition, E-trucks pay no vehicle tax, and are not subject 

to the night-time driving ban. This means that in Switzer-

land, an E-truck pays for itself in just four years. The highly 

desirable bonus side effect is that delivery traffic moves 

into the evening and night-time hours. Daytime traffic 

volume is thus reduced. Trucks no longer sit in traffic jams, 

save time and energy, and achieve a greater number ➜ 

Die rein elektrisch betriebenen StreetScooter Nutzfahrzeuge wurden speziell für urbane  

und regionale Anforderungen entwickelt. In Zeiten drohender Dieselfahrverbote sind  

sie die Alternative für mittelständische Unternehmen, um besonders wirtschaftlich  

agieren zu können und gleichzeitig einen aktiven Beitrag zum Umweltschutz zu leisten.

 n Sparsam und umweltfreundlich im Betrieb
 n Reduzierte Wartungs-, Service- und Reparaturkosten
 n Günstig in der Anschaffung dank Umweltbonus
 n Praxiserprobt mit über 9 Mio. km in der Zustellung der Deutschen Post
 n Attraktive Leasingkonditionen

Ihre Vorteile im Überblick:
Kurze Lieferzeiten!  

Jetzt Umweltbonus 

sichern!

E-Mobilität für alle  
       Jetzt auch für Ihr Geschäft

Umweltfreundlich.

Sparsam. Innovativ.

20170908_292_17_DPDHL_Streetscooter_Onepager_A4_DP_CD_PY.indd   1 08.09.17   11:10

From now on, the Streetscooter will be actively promoted - successfully
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 of trips. For logistics companies, customers, drivers and 

residents alike, this is a real win-win situation.

SMALL TRANSPORTERS
The small transporter sector is already significantly 

involved in the E-transport movement. One major force 

behind this is the Deutsche Post DHL Group. The Group’s 

impetus is provided by its internal climate protection tar-

gets: by 2050, it aims to reduce all logistics-related emissi-

ons to zero. Other targets include the reduction of local air 

pollutants by 2025, which will be achieved by making 70 

per cent of its own deliveries using clean delivery concepts 

such as E-mobility. To this end, the logistics giant itself has 

turned its hand to manufacturing, with a site in Aachen 

producing StreetScooter small transporters, e-bikes and 

e-trikes for the final stages of delivery. Larger transporters 

have also recently been added. This has been made 

possible thanks to a collaboration with Ford. “I consider 

this partnership another important boost for electro- 

mobility in Germany”, says Jürgen Gerdes, member of 

the executive board of the Deutsche Post AG. “This step 

emphasises that Deutsche Post is an innovation leader. It 

will relieve the strain on inner cities and improve people’s 

quality of life. We will continue working on completely 

carbon neutral CO2-neutral logistics!”

Production of the vehicle based on a Ford Transit chassis 

will begin in the summer of 2017, also in North  

Rhine-Westphalia. By the end of 2018 at least 2,500 of  

these vehicles will be deployed in the inner-city postal  

delivery service. This joint project is thus the largest 

producer of E-powered medium-duty delivery vehicles in 

Europe. JÜRGEN ESCHMEIER

ADDITIONAL

Deutsche Post DHL Group‘s

enviromental protection programme

OPTION FOR STATE  
PROMOTION OF E-TRUCKS:

 ■ Exemption from vehicle tax
 ■ Exemption from toll fees
 ■ Exemption from night-time driving ban for trucks 

(partial night-time driving bans in Germany)
 ■ Purchase price measures

SPOTLIGHT ON | 10



TOP-LISTS
KNOWLEDGE 
MEANS  
QUALITY
Where to look for world 
champions of logistics.

As it is the case with all services, 

quality in logistics is as important as 

the costs. Punctuality, reliability and 

payload security are but a few of the 

many aspects forwarders take into 

account when choosing their freight 

carrier. To deliver on all these issues, 

knowledge is at a premium. Regard-

less if the questions concern customs 

regulations, traffic obstructions like 

long term construction work or  

statutes pertaining the transportat- 

ion of dangerous goods.

In its Logistics Performance Index 

(LPI), the World Bank surveyed the 

logistics industries of 160 states. It 

examined a plethora of different 

logistics criteria – including the 

“competence and quality of logistics 

services”.

The ranking is lead by Germany,  

Sweden and the Netherlands, regard-

less if one takes into account Europe 

alone or the whole world. Globally, 

Singapore at fifth place is the first 

non-european country listed,  

following Austria. At the bottom of 

the ranking one does find Syria, Haiti 

and Mauretania – all three aggrie-

ved by civil wars, natural disasters or 

climatic conditions.  KAI ORTMANN

TOPS
1. Germany (4,28)
2. Sweden (4,25)
3. Netherlands (4,22)
4. Austria (4,18)
5. Singapore (4,09)

 6. Belgium (4,07)
 7. Great Britain (4,05)
 8. USA (4,01)
 9. Denmark (4,01)
10. Luxembourg (4,01)

COMPETENCE AND QUALITY OF LOGISTICS SERVICES

Values ranging from 0 (worst) to 5 (best)

Source: World Bank, Juli 2017

WORLDWIDE

TOPS
1. Germany (4,28)
2. Sweden (4,25)
3. Netherlands (4,22)
4. Austria (4,18)
5. Belgium (4,07)

 6. Great Britain (4,05)
 7. Denmark (4,01)
 8. Luxembourg (4,01)
 9. Switzerland (3,95)
10. Finland (3,88)

COMPETENCE AND QUALITY OF LOGISTICS SERVICES

Values ranging from 0 (worst) to 5 (best)

Source: World Bank, Juli 2017

EUROPE-WIDE
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Under the title “Sharing Economy Logistics. Rethinking lo-

gistics with access over ownership,” DHL puts the spotlight 

on the role of logistics in establishing and expanding the 

sharing economy. The study starts with insights into how 

this new model for consumption and business works. Ex-

amples from various industries illustrate the different kinds 

of sharing business models, including overnight accommo-

dation, recruiting freelancers, and sharing agricultural and 

SHARING ECONOMY

LESSON FOR MORE THAN 
JUST KINDERGARTEN

construction machinery. The report also includes features 

on car sharing and ride sharing services.

GOOD PROSPECTS FOR LOGISTICS
The diverse nature of the sharing economy also represents 

opportunities for logistics. “Logistics providers can really 

benefit from sharing their own assets, as well as facilitate 

the sharing of goods that are a hassle to transport. Digital 

“Sharing instead of owning” is not some flash-in-the-pan trend. As a new business model, 
it offers many opportunities, especially for logistics. DHL has just released a report on this 
evolving revolution underway.

SPOTLIGHT ON | 12



use them for different customers. This will allow demand, 

fulfillment, and expertise to be bundled at one locati-

on. This can be compared to the room sharing model 

practiced by companies like AirBnB. The expectation is that 

warehouses that make use of currently unused capacity 

will increase productivity and achieve cost advantages.

REGULATED SHARING, PLEASE
Of course, this transformation in the economy will require 

changes to applicable regulations. The trend report ad-

dresses this with regard to such issues as risk, transparency, 

insurance, and workplace safety protections. “Collabora-

tion between companies and policy makers is necessary to 

ensure development happens in a positive and productive 

way,” Heutger points out. “With logistics perfectly placed 

to enable and benefit from this trend, it will play a key 

role in shaping the Sharing Economy and rewriting the 

rules of value creation.” JÜRGEN ESCHMEIER

Source: Trend Report ”Sharing Economy Logistics“

sharing platforms give instant access to what’s available 

from online networks of users, including but not limited 

to hotel rooms, taxis, construction equipment household 

items and even people’s personal time or skills. Logistics 

providers can leverage these developments via more 

cost-effective usage of warehouse space, more efficient 

transportation and delivery methods, or flexible staffing 

models” ,says Matthias Heutger, Senior Vice President 

Strategy, Marketing & Innovation, DHL Customer Solutions 

& Innovation.

DHL: A SHARING PIONEER
The idea of sharing is not new to DHL. For example, in 

its early years, the company once offered free airfare to 

passengers willing to give the company their carry-on bag-

gage allowance. This was one way to transport important 

documents quickly, which, of course, is the cornerstone of 

the express logistics business. As times have changed, three 

billion smartphones around the world enable resources to 

be shared much more quickly and easily. So why shouldn’t 

warehouse and transport capacities and personnel also 

be shareable? The potential is there. Research shows that 

one in four trucks on the road in the US and Europe are 

running without a load. Even trucks carrying a load are 

frequently not fully occupied. Digital platforms like Saloo-

do! create greater efficiency. They make available capacity 

more transparent and in real time. Warehouses can expect 

scale effects if several logistics providers come together to 

ADDITIONAL

DHL Trend Report  

“Sharing Economy Logistics“
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EUROPEAN LEGISLATION

ALWAYS ON THE MOVE
The EU Commission has proposed a new set of rules for road transport. They concern road 
charging, market access and social conditions applicable to drivers. DHL Freight is regularly 
keeping with these important topics.

SPOTLIGHT ON | 14



The transport sector is one of the most important 

industries of the EU. Roughly 11 million people, which 

corresponds to approximately five percent of the working 

population, work in the sector. The industry contributes 

a good five per cent to the gross domestic product of the 

EU. More than half of the cargo volume is handled on the 

road, which corresponds to roughly 75 percent of all land 

transport. 

INTEROPERABLE TOLL SYSTEMS
Europe currently has both distance-based as well as 

time-based toll systems. The Commission proposes that 

road usage charges should be based on distance In 

addition, if Member States want to introduce charges 

for congestion, chargeable vehicles  should include cars 

and revenues should be channeled back to the transport 

sector.  Finally, the Commission aims to bring an end to the 

incompatible and diverging collection systems by requiring 

the interoperability by digital equipment that is functional 

across the EU. 

MORE INTERNAL MARKET
The Commission proposes to simplify the current 

restrictions on cabotage (the ability of a non-do-

mestic service provider to move domestic loads 

after an international delivery in that coun-

try). So far, the restriction was based on 3 

movements within 7 days. It is proposed to 

have an unlimited number of operations 

within 5 days which is easier to enforce. 

Cabotage allows for a better utilization of 

trucks, prevents empty runs and is good 

for the environment.

NEW SOCIAL RULES 
The Commission proposes that national social rules 

regarding minimum wage and number of holidays apply 

to international transport operations as from 3 days per 

calendar month. Importantly, a posting  

“declaration” will need to be submitted to authorities for 

every road operation carried out abroad. Whereas DHL 

Freight fully supports fair competition, the proposals do 

not take into account the nature of international  

transport, will curtail international transport operations 

and increase administrative burden.

The Commission also proposes that drivers cannot spend 

their weekend rest in the cabin of their truck but need to 

return home or to spend the rest adequate accommodati-

on. However, this will not solve the issue of lack of  

adequate accommodation and cargo being vulnerable to 

theft at unsecure parking areas. Therefore, it is important 

to increase the number of secured parking areas with  

adequate facilities for drivers.

WORK TOWARDS HARMONIZATION 
“As an international company, we welcome the Commis-

sion’s intention to harmonize diverging national regula-

tions, however, the main focus should remain on the 

completion of the internal market and the simplificati-

on of rules that do not lead to the introduction of more 

administrative burdens on the sector”, stated Steve Hanley 

Cook, Vice-President NTBO Solutions and Business  

Development, DHL Freight.

“Pragmatic solutions need to be found and DHL Freight 

will be working together with our Deutsche Post DHL  

Corporate Representation in Brussels to develop  

workable solutions that will minimize administrative  

burdens and promote a competitive and liberalized market 

to the benefit of all.”  KAI ORTMANN

ADDITIONAL

The EU mobility initiative in detail
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Logistics needs to cut emissions, that’s clear. By how much, 

what method, and the timeframe is a question the experts 

are still trying to answer. Independent of any possible 

solutions, all involved must first face a central hurdle: 

uniformity of data. How can emissions be represented and 

calculated in a comparable way for all modes of transport? 

In other words, which is more environmentally sound: 

transport by truck, air, rail, or ship?

The non-profit organization Smart Freight Centre (SFC) 

and its Global Logistics Emissions Council (GLEC) initiative 

have devoted themselves to this question. The goal is a 

universal set of rules which will replace the many different 

methods previously used to calculate emissions. 

Christof Ehrhart, Director of Corporate Communications 

and Corporate Responsibility of GLEC-member and 

co-founder Deutsche Post DHL Group says: “Deutsche Post 

DHL Group, the world’s leading mail and logistics  

company, strongly supports the work of the Global  

Logistics Emissions Council to develop a common standard 

for calculating logistics greenhouse gas emissions across 

the global multi-modal supply chain. Global standards and 

collaboration within our supply chain are key to reducing 

our environmental footprint and meeting the demands of 

MEASUREMENT METHODS

ZERO EMISSIONS  
IN PRACTICE
Logistics without a carbon footprint is an ambitious goal. But how is that zero calculated?  
Standards are required. Homogeneous measurement methods across all modes of transport 
are important. If these are missing, progress can be hindered.

SPOTLIGHT ON | 16



our customers. We see the GLEC as an essential tool in our 

own progress toward improving the carbon efficiency of 

our network.”

The new regulation is already in the starting gates. Next 

year, the companies cooperating in the GLEC will begin  

calculating emissions along their supply chains based 

on the new rules and publish the results. By 2021, this 

approach should be the standard. This will open the door 

to much more dynamic solutions to the emissions problem. 

The comparison will be a driving force for investments and 

innovations, such as the procurement of transport vehicles 

and route planning. In addition, the new standard will 

enable shippers to select their logistics partners more  

specifically according to environmental considerations.

SONJA TERBRÜGGEN

ADDITIONAL

SFC-Website The GLEC-Framework  

(Explanatory video)

 

SFC
The Smart Freight Center (SFC) is a non-profit organization 

founded in 2013. Its goal is to identify ways to create a 

more efficient and sustainable freight and logistics sector. 

The focus is on eliminating market barriers, using fuel 

more efficiently, reducing emissions, and lowering  

operating costs.

GLEC
A group of companies and industrial associations has 

joined the Global Logistics Emissions Council (GLEC) to 

reduce CO2 emissions. The aim is to reduce pollution and 

increase the efficiency of global logistics chains. GLEC 

members include such companies as DHL, HP, Maersk and 

SNCF, organizations such as IATA and IRU, and environ-

mental programs such as BSR, Clean Cargo, and Green 

Freight. In addition, many companies and organizations 

are involved as consultants and experts.

SPOTLIGHT ON | 17



AERODYNAMICS

SAVING  
RESOURCES INSPIRES

A little bit of imagination goes a long way with aerodyna-

mic modifications. So DHL expanded its green fleet to more 

than 1,300 specially-shaped teardrop trailers globally. The 

teardrop shape with the curved roof minimizes air turbulen-

ce, thus reducing drag and fuel consumption – by up to ten 

percent when compared to conventional heavy-duty trucks. 

“Green transport solutions are an essential part of a modern 

logistics business. We worked closely together with our 

partners and customers on customized solutions for their 

very unique transport requirements. Teardrop trailers are an 

excellent example of this. They help to “reduce environmen-

tal pollution resulting from our business,” said Uwe Brinks, 

CEO of DHL Freight.

WINGS GETTING FIELD TESTED
In Belgium, DHL Freight launched another project to im-

prove truck aerodynamics. This involves so-called boat tails, 

tailgates that have a similar effect as winglets on airplane 

wings. Initial experience shows that trucks travelling at a 

speed of 80 kilometers per hour can save one liter of diesel 

fuel per 100 kilometers if they use the so-called boat tails. 

The findings have been confirmed in a study done by Delft 

University of Technology. That would be a big chunk of 

savings: Heavy trucks easily reach an annual mileage of 

100,000 kilometers or more, which would mean conserving 

at least 1,000 liters of diesel fuel. In terms of cost/benefit 

analysis, Christoph Schönwandt, Head GoGreen &  

 

A body with low air resistance is a real plus when it comes to saving fuel. DHL Freight 
demonstrates that truck attachments also do well in the wind and can improve the 
environmental performance of trucks.
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Corporate Projects DHL Freight, notes: “An investment in 

boat tails will pay off halfway through the lifespan of a 

trailer.”

Since the extensions elongate the truck by 50 centimeters, 

all countries will need to modernize their laws for  

Europe-wide use. As part of the transitional arrangements, 

their use is, however, already possible today – as in the case 

of the five pilot vehicles in Belgium. The initial feedback has 

been distinctly positive. “I have just tried out the trailers. 

Opening and closing the boat tails is easily done in a matter 

of seconds,” says Tom De Vleeschouwer, Senior Operations 

Manager Euroline, DHL Freight in Belgium. The next, much 

larger tranche of trailers with boat tails has since 

been ordered.

Both innovations are a perfect fit for the overall strategy 

of the Deutsche Post DHL Group and help to achieve the 

Group’s ambitious climate protection goals: to reduce all 

logistics-related emissions to zero by 2050 and to increase, 

among others, CO2 efficiency by 50 percent over 2007 by 

2025. JÜRGEN ESCHMEIER

ADDITIONAL

Group-wide environmental protection 

program GoGreen of Deutsche Post DHL 

Group
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Robots are real newcomers to the 

world of warehouses. While  

stationary robots have been reliably 

used in factories for a long time, the 

tasks in logistics- and distribution cen-

ters have just been too complex for 

robots, requiring mobility and 

interaction with human staff. The  

advances in computational perfor-

mance and lessons learned with 

different designs now make it possible 

to deploy robots on such sensitive 

tasks as picking medical technology 

products. The current generation of 

robots can now master these require-

ments without too much effort. 

The robots promise greater producti-

vity, easy maintenance, low costs, and, 

last but not least, effective support for 

employees within the logistics field 

which, in turn, ensures a better work-

place environment.

FUTURE WAREHOUSE 
One of severeal tests that DHL is 

running is a pilot trial in Tennessee. 

At this facility, they’re using machines 

made by Locus Robotics. The Locus-

Bots are specially designed for safe 

collaboration with the warehouse 

specialists and help them find and 

transport goods faster.

The robots weigh just 36 kg (80 lbs.), 

but they can shift loads of up to 45 

kg (100 lbs.). They can roll through 

the warehouse at up to two meters 

(6.5 feet) per second and can last ten 

hours before having to be charged, 

which only takes an hour.

The solution fits seamlessly into DHL 

Supply Chain’s existing warehouse 

infrastructure. “We believe it’s critical 

to identify and implement these types 

of advanced technology solutions 

in the warehouse so we can seam-

lessly improve our customers’ supply 

chains,” said Adrian Kumar, Vice  

DHL SUPPLY CHAIN

DOMO ARIGATO,  
MR. ROBOTO

Source: Trend Report Robotics in Logistics [Deutsche Post DHL Group]

Medical technology is an industry where impeccable precision is a matter of life or death. 
When picking products in a medical technology warehouse in Southaven, Mississippi, DHL 
Supply Chain is piloting the use of a collaborative autonomous robot.
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President of Solutions Design, DHL 

Supply Chain North America. “DHL 

Supply Chain’s initial implementation 

of this pilot program within the life 

sciences sector will inform the  

potential for broader deployment 

across different parts of our business. 

This is a natural evolution of our 

robotics program.” Robot technology 

and its use in logistics is the theme of 

the DHL Trend Report “Robotics in 

Logistics”.  TORSTEN ARNOLD

ADDITIONAL

Simply Pick Faster with 

Autonomous Robots in the Warehouse

DHL Trend Report  

“Robotics in Logistics“

 

 

 

 

The original: “Mr. Roboto“

by Styx from the year 1983
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NEW METHOD OF TRANSPORT

CANALS 
THROUGH THE CITY
DHL Freight Sweden is now transporting combined urban freight via waterways. This has 
been made possible by the company’s participation in a pilot project in Gothenburg.
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The overloading of urban road networks is a worldwide 

problem. In Sweden, one answer is to take to the water: 

DHL Freight is involved in a small test run to determine 

the extent to which waterways in large cities can be used 

for freight transport. During the first stage of the project, 

participants will determine the extent of transport needs in 

cities with waterways. Afterwards, the Swedes aim to de-

velop a correspondingly seamless transport concept. With 

this in mind, the project team is testing the overall effect of 

a multimodal transport system in achieving a better flow 

of goods and fewer traffic jams. In the trial area, DHL is 

responsible for distribution via the planned package routes 

through DHL Parcel. The test set-up is as follows:

1.   At the package terminal, DHL Freight in Gothenburg 

and the freight forwarder separate a small number of 

suitable packages from the normal incoming producti-

on.

2.  In the terminal building, employees load the selected 

packages into special containers. These containers also 

fit onto transport bikes and have a load volume of 

approx. one cubic metre.

3.  A small truck transports the special containers to the 

quay next to the DHL terminal.

4. Here, the containers are transferred onto a barge.

5.  With the help of a smaller vessel, the barge carries its 

cargo to two locations in the heart of Gothenburg. 

Packages arriving in Rosenlund are transported onwards 

by bike. Packages arriving in Lindholmen are transpor-

ted onwards by employees using small electric vehicles.

“Being involved in a project like this one gives us an op-

portunity to manage and influence the development of 

the urban transport of the future. The project needs our 

expertise and we are doing something active, by growing 

our business and by building a sustainable society,” says Ulf 

Hammarberg, Specialist Environmental Affairs, DHL Freight 

Sweden.mental Affairs, DHL Freight Schweden.   

 SONJA TERBRÜGGEN

ADDITIONAL

Project website
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COUNTRY REPORT ESTONIA

GATEWAY IN  
THE BALTIC

not be transportable via rail, wouldn’t have fit through any 

tunnels or under any bridges. It was undoubtedly the 

largest delivery in the heavy lift sector that we moved 

in this sector in 14 years!” It took 16 railcars to bring the 

machine from the Estonian port of Paldiski to the Russian 

border. “Because of the extreme over-dimensions we even 

needed an authorization straight from the headquarters 

of Russian Railways in Moscow before we could begin to 

work,” Mati Kärt explains.

GENUINE RUSSIA EXPERTS
The advantage of DHL Freight Estonia is in precisely this 

constant exchange with Russia. The Baltic state with its 

heavily frequented ferry ports and the short distance to the 

border is one of the most important countries for the  

transit of goods headed east. The knowledge of the  

Russian language, which essentially nearly all Estonians 

have, and the extensive experience with the relevant 

customs regulations considerably accelerate workflows to 

the benefit of DHL Freight customers. At the same time, 

strong participation in Russian business is not without pro-

blems, as shown by the effects of the economic embargoes 

ESTONIA BY THE NUMBERS

 ■ Population: 1,3 Million
 ■ Area: app. 45.000 km2 
 ■ 2017 Economic growth (expected): app. + 2,4 %
 ■ 2017 GDP (expected): app. 23,4 Billion US $

As one of the EU States that shares a direct 
land border with Russia, Estonia is a hub  
for the movement of goods with the former 
CIS States – even after the imposition of  
sanctions against Moscow.

What’s 20 meters long, nearly twelve meters wide, and 

around nine meters tall? A Caterpillar HW300 mining 

machine for large stone mines. With all the attachments, 

this monster weighs 740 tons and is the largest device ever 

transported by DHL Freight Estonia through the Baltic 

state to Russia. An unusual piece of cargo, even for the 

experienced Mati Kärt, Managing Director of DHL Freight 

Estonia & Baltic States: “Of course we had to transport the 

machine largely disassembled, because otherwise it would 
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ADDITIONAL

DHL Freight Estonia

in the wake of the Crimean and Ukraine conflicts. As a  

result of this, revenue fell by almost four million euros 

from 2014 to 2015. Meanwhile, however, the trend is  

pointing upward again. The number of shipments is 

currently well above the 2014 level. “However, in terms of 

transported tonnage, we are still below the rates before 

the Russian crisis. The average shipment size is thus  

decreasing. But we can definitely say that we outperfor-

med the embargo dip,” Mati Kärt says, summarizing the 

situation.

ACROSS THE BALTIC SEA
The downturn in the Russia business was mainly offset by 

commerce with Scandinavia and not least with Germany. 

This is now the third most popular destination for DHL 

Freight Estonia after Finland and Sweden. There are daily 

connections from the only hub in Tallinn to all three coun-

tries, all of which – due to Estonia’s location – run over ferry 

routes. In addition to the short route across the Gulf of 

Finland to Helsinki, there are two fixed routes to Sweden 

and a departure from Paldiski to Travemünde, Germany.  

 KAI ORTMANN
A weight of 740 tons – the mining machine was a real logistical  

challenge for DHL Freight Estonia
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METRIX FREIGHT

MEASUREMENT  
IN A FLASH
MetriX Freight, the new solution for  
measuring the volume of packages,  
considerably reduces expenses in  
exhibition logistics.
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Exhibition and event logistics is a costly business, not least 

when it comes to billing. For example, DHL Trade Fairs & 

Events, the official logistics partner of Messe Frankfurt, has 

to measure each package by volume and weight. Because, 

among other things, customer costs depend on it. Up to 

now, every shift employed up to three employees  

simultaneously, and rather conventionally at that, with tape 

measures, scales and pencils – a real challenge with 750 to 

1,600 packages each time. And also a costly one.

DHL Trade Fairs & Events is now using on MetriX Freight, 

an innovative and inexpensive concept for volume mea-

surement. To do this, camera sensors are mounted on a 

cross-beam beneath the hall ceiling. With its help using 

specially-developed software, objects up to 2.5 meters in 

width are captured with absolute precision and in less than 

one second. The packages can even stay on the forklift in 

the process. Together with an extra-generated bar code, 

the measurements   appear on a monitor. The forklift driver 

scans the latter with a hand scanner and thus transfers the 

results into the system. The whole process takes ten seconds 

on average, making it six times faster than the previous 

method. It’s an undeniable advantage in time-critical  

exhibition construction and what’s more, measurement 

errors are all but eliminated.

FASTER AND MORE PRECISE
The necessary technology originally came from an internati-

onal gaming console manufacturer, which used it to capture 

the kinetic movement of players. On this basis, the software 

startup Metrilus developed the corresponding software in 

cooperation with DHL. Oliver Schell, Head of the Logistics 

division at Messe Frankfurt, is delighted: “As Messe  

Frankfurt, we’re the first exhibition center in Germany 

where this innovative solution is being used. The innovative 

strength of DHL, which we had the chance to experience 

among others in a joint workshop at the DHL Innovation 

Center in Troisdorf, is a perfect match for our digitization 

strategy.” In addition, Vincenzo Scrudato of DHL Trade 

Fairs & Events, also emphasizes the time savings while using 

MetriX: “Volume and weight are key factors for calculating 

charges for our customers. With digitized volume measure-

ment, we work much more precisely and quickly. When it 

comes to dismantling at the end of a trade show, this means 

that all packages are ready to ship in under 24 hours.

OTHER AREAS OF APPLICATION
In the medium term, however, exhibition construction isn’t 

the only application of the technology. After all, quick and 

contactless volume measurement simplifies many processes 

in logistics, from planning, to efficient truck loading, to bil-

ling. The Deutsche Post company is therefore paying close 

attention to this technology. Devices for volume  

measurement in the branches are currently in development 

and mobile solutions are also planned. TORSTEN ARNOLD

ADDITIONAL

DHL Trade Fairs & Events

Cameras gauge the volume 

of packages without the 

need to touch it

The result of the measu-

rement is displayed along 

with a corresponding 

barcode
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DIGITAL FREIGHT PLATTFORM SALOODO!

CLEAR PRICE 
INDICATION FOR 
TRANSPORT REQUESTS

Too expensive or too cheap – especially in a highly 

competitive market like road haulage, it‘s not easy to know 

whether an offered transport price really corresponds to 

the current market situation. Overly inexpensive offers 

might lead to doubts about quality, while expensive offers 

are annoying and can make shippers feel like they‘re get-

ting ripped off. On Saloodo!, the digital freight  platform 

from DHL, shippers receive an estimated price for the trans-

port of every shipment order they enter.

To provide these estimates, Saloodo! uses a specialized 

algorithm that determines a reliable price indication for 

every shipment order using machine learning. Prices are 

based on a real-time database that is continuously  

Did you get a fair offer on your transport order? Saloodo! provides shippers and 
freight forwarders with a good sense for realistic prices. 
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growing. The current market situation, shipment details, 

and available truck capacities are also included in the 

calculations. In addition the system also recognizes 

seasonal fluctuations and disparities on certain routes.

IN LINE WITH THE MARKET?
This results in a reliable price indication for the ship-

per‘s transport request. The shipper can immediately see 

whether the transport offer is within the given range or 

deviates substantially. Another important feature is that 

shippers receive this price indication before they need to 

give a binding order acceptance. That means they 

benefit from full price transparency and efficiency, and can 

easily and reliably handle their transport logistics directly 

through one platform.

Saloodo! also offers freight forwarders valuable support in 

calculating their own transport prices. The dynamic 

transport price calculator shows transport providers 

whether their prices are average, highly attractive, or 

non-competitive before they submit their offers. This  

means both parties benefit from price and cost 

transparency which Saloodo! offers.

ADDITIONAL

The digital freight plattform Saloodo!

DIVERSE FEATURES
Of course, Saloodo! provides much more than just price 

indications. It also offers shippers features like tracking & 

tracing, as well as the ability to manage freight  

documentation electronically through a personal  

dashboard. The digital freight platform gives shippers easy 

access to a large number of reliable and trusted  

transport providers. All freight forwarders will be checked 

for suitability before they are approved to join the  

platform. Transport providers, in turn, benefit from fast 

payment within 14 days. They also have the possibility to 

save preferred transport routes on their personal  

dashboard and to assign upcoming tours and details to 

their drivers via the Saloodo! Driver App.  KAI ORTMANN

The transport price indicator provides a real-time feel for market conditions
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YOUR OPINION

Source: DHL Freight Connections, August 2017

DO YOU USE DIGITAL FREIGHT PLATFORMS?

Yes, several

Yes

No, but planned

No

5.7%

16.6%

16.6%

58.1%

SURVEY

ROOM FOR  
IMPROVEMENT
Results of the Freight Connections survey on the use of digital freight exchanges.

Shippers and transport companies are increasingly relying on virtual freight 

exchanges. In this way they can easily and securely process transport orders on-

line. More than 22 percent of respondents already actively use such platforms. 

And counting: Nearly 20 percent want to digitize their freight planning in the 

future as well. The results in detail:

A heartfelt thank you to all participants! We have sent an email to the winner of the  

grandstand tickets for a Bundesliga home game of FC Bayern Munich.
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During the first half of 2017, the 

numbers of new heavy goods vehicles 

(HGV) in Europe grew by just 2,2 %, 

compared with the relevant timefra-

me 2016. The biggest boosts to the 

market were:

• Italy (+23 %)

• France (+6 %)

• UK (+ 6 %)

June figures are slightly below last ye-

ars numbers, but still at relatively high 

absolute level. Comparing just the 

values of June 2017 with the values 

of June 2016, new HGV registrations 

in the EU decreased by -1,0 per cent, 

with the biggest losses in:

• Romania (-18 %)

• Germany (-11 %)

On the other hand, there were also 

some outstanding numbers:

• Spain (+15 %)

• France (+11 %)

• United Kingdom (+11 %)

HGV FIGURES

LOSING 
MOMENTUM, BUT 
STILL RIDING HIGH
New Heavy Truck Registration 
within the European market.

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA), July 2017

NEW HEAVY TRUCK  REGISTRATIONS 
OVER A PERIOD OF ONE YEAR *

From July 2015 to June 2016 From July 2016 to June 2017

30,000

26,000

22,000

18,000 

14,000 

10,000

15/16 15/16 15/16 15/16 15/16 16/17 16/17 16/17 16/17 16/17 16/17 
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

+18.0 %

+2.9 %

-7.7 %

+12.1 %
+16.1 %

+3.9 %

+1.0 %

+6.2 %

-9.9 % +13.5 % -1.0 %

NEW HEAVY TRUCK REGISTRATIONS*

Source: European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA), July 2017

* 16 tons +, EU-wide

Jan till Jun 2017 vs. LY

EU 151,889 +2.2 %

Germany 33,686 -1.2 %

France 22,890 +5.9 %

UK 17,881 +5.6 %

Poland 12,240 -0.5 %

Spain 9,214 -1.1 %

Italy 9,859 +23.0 %

26,571

30,000

25,000

20,000

Jun 16 Jun 17

26,307

-1.0 %

June  (EU-wide)
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VIDEO OF THE MONTH

FITNESS FOR THE 
ADVANCED PERFOMER
Jean-Claude van Damme has been performing his epic splits in martial arts movies countless times,  

but here you can see the same feat at an entirely different venue.

WATCH THE VIDEO
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COMMENT ON DIESEL PRICES

SAVE FROM 
A DOWNTURN
By Eugen Weinberg, Head of Commodity Analysis, Commerzbank

The diesel scandal recently caused heated debates in the 

media. Despite this, the medium-term effects of these 

ongoing events should not be exaggerated. The demand 

for diesel is currently quite positive, also due to the good 

economic situation and the subsequently increased trade 

activity in Europe. Regardless of that, the demand for die-

sel and heating oil will be on the rise anyway in the second 

half of the year on seasonal grounds. Because of that, the 

diesel price should remain stable despite our expected drop 

in the price of Brent oil. Oil prices are also bolstered by the 

damage to refineries on the US Gulf Coast by Hurricane 

Harvey. The medium-term consequences of the hurricane 

are still difficult to estimate. However, the clearing opera-

tions should take several weeks, if not months.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
The Brent oil price has stabilized at around 50 USD a 

barrel. The weak US dollar, the continuation of the OPEC’s 

FUEL PRICES − DIESEL 2014 THROUGH 2017   
Prices quoted per litre (in EUR) 

Source: Eurostat, Weekly Oil Bulletin, September 2017

As of 4. September 2017: 1,18 Euro 
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production discipline, and increasing investor interest were 

decisive factors for the price increase. This, coupled with a 

stronger physical demand in the second half of the year is 

likely to keep the oil price from a downturn. However, the 

upward potential is also limited, mainly due to the rise in 

US oil production. The speculative overhang in Brent oil, 

however, seems very high, which is why prices are prone to 

profit taking.

Commerzbank’s commodity analysis considers the OPEC 

strategy of volume control to be successful in the short 

term, but rather counterproductive in the long term. Non-

OPEC production is growing faster and filling the OPEC 

supply gap. Therefore, the production discipline within 

OPEC is expected to continue to decline, which in turn will 

shake the confidence in OPEC and put even more pressure 

on oil prices. 
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CARTOON
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DHL FREIGHT SERVICES
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FTL = Full Truck Load   B2C = Business to CustomerLTL = Less Than Truck Load   PTL = Part Truck Load

                     The DHL Freight comprehensive overland transportation   

       service comprises  208 road terminals in more than     

                 40 countries.  This way, the company transports   

                                      43 million shipments a year,             

            comprising  44 million tons of freight.   
                       Try by yourself!

DHL Freight facts and figures



 YOUR 
 PRIORITY LANE
 FOR ROAD FREIGHT
Certain shipments require the utmost reliability 
and priority! The premium LTL service 
DHL Freight Eurapid connects the most important 
economic regions of Europe every day within 
24 or 48 hours.*

Move into the fast lane and make the most of the 
priority status. Benefi t from fast and extremely
reliable delivery of your goods with fi xed lead times 
throughout Europe.

For time-critical groupage shipments.
Smart. Fast. Reliable.

DHL Freight – Excellence. Simply delivered.

See for yourself
how fast it can be.

dhlfreighteurapid.com facebook.com/DHLFreight

*Lead times usually: 
 24 hours < 1,000 km, 
 48 hours < 2,000 km
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